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Abstract
Background The Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) per-
formed laparoscopically (LRYGB) is the most frequently
performed bariatric procedure in Belgium. However, late
results in terms of weight loss or weight regain are incon-
sistent and may warrant a second procedure. This retrospec-
tive study analyzes the laparoscopic options for revisional
surgery after LRYGB.
Methods Between January 1, 2001 and December 31, 2009,
70 patients underwent a new laparoscopic procedure for poor
weight loss or weight regain after LRYGB. The revisional
procedure was performed a median of 2.6 years after the initial
bypass operation. Fifty-eight patients were available for
follow-up (82.9 %); 19 underwent distalization; and 39 a
new restrictive procedure.
Results The mean mass index (BMI) before the revisional
procedure was 39.1+11.3 kg/m2 (30.8–51.8), down from
42.7+19.7 kg/m2 (33.0–56.6) initially, which corresponded
to a percentage of excess weight loss (EWL) of 12.4+9.3 %
(−1.0–29.1). After the corrective procedure, with a follow-up
of approximately 4 years, mean BMI was 29.6+12.4 kg/m2

(18.0–45.5), for a significant additional percentage of EWL of
53.7+9.8 % (2.0–65.8). The overall complication rate was
20.7 %, and the reoperation rate was 7.3 %. The overall leak
rate was 12.1 %. Patients suffering from leaks could consis-
tently be treated conservatively or by stent placement. Two
patients needed reconversion after distal bypass. The satisfac-
tion index was good in just over 50 % of the patients.
Conclusion Revisional laparoscopic surgery after RYGB per-
formed for weight issues provides good additional weight loss
but carries significant morbidity. Leaks can usually be handled
non-surgically. Patient satisfaction is only fair.
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Introduction

The laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) has
become the most frequently performed bariatric procedure
in Belgium (Fig. 1), while for adjustable band gastroplasty
(LAGB), the numbers are declining rapidly. Unfortunately,
even the LRYGB is fraught with a significant number of
failures in terms of weight loss. Despite the fact that many
patients can be helped by counseling to correct their weight
problems, a substantial number of patients need corrective
procedures, often for weight issues. Some procedures aim at
increasing restriction, whereas others aim at inducing mal-
absorption. Both endoscopic and surgical techniques are
available.
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Material and Methods

Patients

Nine hundred sixty-one patients were treated by LRYGB in
our department of obesity surgery between January 1, 2000
and December 31, 2009. Among these patients, 623 under-
went a gastric bypass as their first weight loss operation, but
338 (35.2 %) had undergone at least one bariatric procedure
beforehand. In a sample of 77 patients followed over 9 years,
we recently found that the final weight loss was not signif-
icantly different between the primary and the secondary
LRYGB patients and averaged a loss of excess body mass
index (EBMIL) of some 56 % (data not shown, submitted
for another publication in the Journal of Obesity Surgery)

Some of the LRYGB patients in our practice, however,
did not experience satisfactory weight loss, or presented
significant weight regain after an initial acceptable weight
loss. According to Reinhold, weight loss is deemed insuffi-
cient when it does not reach 50 % of the excess weight, or
when the residual body mass index (BMI) remains higher
than 35 kg/m2 [1].

The decision to reintervene, either laparoscopically or
endoscopically, was made by a multidisciplinary team,
consisting of a dietitian, a psychologist, a gastro-
enterologist, a radiologist, an endocrinologist, and a
bariatric surgeon. Whereas the psychologist evaluated
the patients’ psychological power to bear yet another
operation, the dietitian merely analyzed the subjects’
dietary adjustment mode to the bypass construction [2, 3].
The gastro-enterologist and the radiologist evaluated the
size of the gastric pouch and of the gastro-enteral anas-
tomosis (GE) and documented possible aberrations such
as gastro-gastric fistula (GGF) or marginal ulcers. The
endocrinologist investigated the need for additional
measures to address the possible lack of response or
the resurgence of comorbidities amenable to improve
with additional weight loss. Finally, the surgeon decided
on the type of corrective procedure compatible with the
local anatomical conditions that could have been severe-
ly altered as after revisional LRYGB or in patients who
had suffered from a leak after the LRYGB procedure.

Procedures

The following six corrective procedures were carried out:

– Endoscopic refashioning of the stomach pouch and of
the GE.

– Laparoscopic distalization of the bypass, in which the
alimentary limb was sectioned flush with the anastomo-
sis with the biliopancreatic limb and moved distally
some 150 cm proximal to the ileocecal valve.

– Laparoscopic placement of a non-adjustable, custom-
made 6.5-cm long “Fobi” ring adjusted around the
gastric pouch some 2 cm cephalad of the GE.

– Laparoscopic refashioning of the gastric pouch and the
GE. The procedure consisted when indicated of resec-
tion of the “candy cane” (the blind end of the alimentary
limb at the GE), and in all cases of refashioning of the
GE, and of a sleeve resection of the greater curvature
side of the gastric pouch, around an orogastric 34-
French tube kept in close contact with the lesser curva-
ture side. As a rule, at the same time the upper pole of
the gastric remnant was resected.

– Laparoscopic reconversion of the bypass into a normal
anatomy and transformation into a sleeve gastrectomy
(LSG) in one session

– Laparoscopic plication of the pouch, the GE and the
alimentary limb, around a 34-French orogastric tube.

The indications for each of the aforementioned proce-
dures can be found in Table 1.

– Endoscopic procedure: patients with weight loss issues
after revisional LRYGB, especially with evidence of
loss of restriction at endoscopy and X-ray.

– Distalization procedure: patients after primary or revisional
LRYGB, who did not experience sufficient weight loss OR
who presented weight regain and increased caloric intake.

– Placement of a “Fobi” ring: patients who maintained a
rather normal aspect of the bypass but developed a
hyperphagia behavior after primary LRYGB.

– Reconstruction of the bypass: patients who after prima-
ry or secondary presented with an objective anatomical
flaw (gastro-gastric fistula, anastomotic ulcer, candy

Fig. 1 Progression of BMI with time after laparoscopic distalization
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cane deformation of the alimentary loop concomitant
with size increase of the gastric pouch).

– LSG construction at reconversion into normal anatomy:
patients who never lost acceptable weight after primary
LRYGB.

– Plication of the gastric pouch as well as the alimentary
loop: patients who regained weight after secondary bypass
or after bypass fraught with anastomotic complication.

Study Design

All patients operated on for insufficient weight loss or for
weight regain after a LRYGB procedure performed at our
institution were included in this retrospective study, that
covered the period of time between January 1, 2000 and
December 31, 2009.

The charts were reviewed and the data collected by two
of the authors (AV, LC).

The primary outcome measurements were the weight loss
parameters BMI and percentage of excess weight loss
(EWL%) recorded in October 2011, as well as the postopera-
tive complications. The secondary outcome analyzed was pa-
tient satisfaction, which was evaluated in accordance with the
Bariatric Analysis and Reporting Outcome System (BAROS).
In brief, with this evaluation tool, three psychomedical aspects
are estimated: weight loss, changes in comorbidities, and qual-
ity of life. Up to 3 points are allotted for each category, and
points are deducted for complications and reoperations [3].

Statistical Analysis

Data were collected from a prospectively kept database.
When normally distributed, the results were reported as
mean + standard deviation and range. When the distri-
bution was not normal, the results were expressed as
median plus range. The t test for paired variables was
used for significance analysis of the evolution of the
variables weight, BMI, and %EWL. Statistical signifi-
cance was reached at p<0.05.

Results

Between January 1, 2001 and December 31, 2009, 88 of the
patients (9.2 %) who had undergone LRYGB in our depart-
ment underwent revision for weight issues: either insufficient
weight loss or weight regain. The revisional procedure took
place 3.0 years (range 1.5–8.0) after the LRYGB. Eighteen
patients underwent endoscopic reshaping of the gastric pouch
and anastomosis by use of the StomaphyX® device (Endo-
gastric Solutions, Redmond, WA, USA). They were part of a
feasibility study protocol and are not further discussed here.

Seventy patients were treated laparoscopically. Of the
latter, complete data was available in 58 (82.9 %) and
follow-up extended over a median of 48 months (18–122).

Forty-eight patients (82.8 %) were women, and the
patients’ age averaged 50+2.5 yearsold (18–78).

Laparoscopic Procedures (Tables 2 and 4)

– Nineteen patients were treated by laparoscopic distaliza-
tion of their bypass. Three patients in this group had
undergone LAGB before the LRYGB procedure, fol-
lowed by poor weight loss. One additional patient had
had little benefit from her primary bypass in terms of
weight loss and diabetes control. Fifteen additional
patients had presented weight regain after primary
LRYGB.

– In ten patients, presenting weight regain after primary
bypass, a non-adjustable, custom-made 6.5-cm “Fobi”
ring was placed laparoscopically around the gastric
pouch that had essentially remained unchanged.

– In 12 patients, the gastric pouch and the GE were
revised and refashioned laparoscopically. Three of the
latter patients, all of whom had undergone bariatric
procedures previously (LAGB in one and vertical band-
ed gastroplasty (VBG) in two) suffered from poor
weight loss and presented with medical therapy-
resistant concomitant anastomotic ulcers. Five addition-
al patients of this group, all of whom had undergone
LAGB previously, suffered a gastro-gastric fistula. In

Table 1 Overview of the indi-
cation for revisional procedures
for weight issues after primary
and revisional laparoscopic
Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

GGF gastrogastric fistula, LSG
laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy

Laparoscopic procedures for weight issues after revisional or complicated LRYGB

Normal anatomy Anatomical abnormality (GGF, marginal ulcer)

No weight loss → distalization Bypass reconstruction
Weight regain → plication

Laparoscopic procedures for weight issues after primary LRYGB

Normal anatomy Anatomical flaw (candy cane, pouch volume increase)

No weight loss → LSG Bypass reconstruction
Weight regain → distalization (grazers)

→ Fobi ring
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four patients after primary LRYGB, gastroscopy and
upper GI series had demonstrated a significant candy
cane deformation of the alimentary loop.

– In nine other patients who presented remarkably poor
weight loss (EWL<10 %) after primary LRYGB, the
bypass was reversed and transformed into an LSG in
one laparoscopic session, followed at a later stage by a
laparoscopic duodenal switch in three.

– Eight patients underwent plication of the pouch, the GE
and the alimentary limb for weight regain. Four of the
patients had undergone LAGB before the bypass; three
had had a VBG; the last patient had suffered an anasto-
motic leak at the time of the bypass carried out as a
primary procedure.

Main Outcome

The mean BMI before the revisional procedure was 39.1+
11.3 kg/m2 (30.8–51.8), down from 42.7+19.7 kg/m2 (33.0–
56.6) initially, which corresponded to a pre-procedural per-
centage of excess weight loss of 12.4+9.3 % (−1.0–29.1).

The mean hospital stay for the revisional procedure was
5.9+10 days (1–78). There were no mortalities.

At the time of this study, after a median of 48 (18–122)
months after the revisional procedure, the overall BMI was
29.6+12.4 kg/m2 (18.0–45.5). Compared to the initial BMI

value, the difference was statistically significant (p00.001).
Compared to the preprocedural value, this number reached
statistical significance as well (p00.001). The additional
percentage of EWL, with reference to preprocedural weight
loss, was significant: 53.7+9.8 % (2.0–65.8) (p<0.001).

The progression of BMI with time can be found in Figs. 2
(for the distalization procedure), 3 (for reconstruction of the
bypass), and 4 (for all procedures combined).

Reoperations and Complications (Table 3)

The overall reoperation rate was 7.3 %, and the overall
severe complication rate was 20.7 %.

– In the distalization group only, the morbidity rate was
severe, at 21.1 %. One of the patients in this latter group
developed a Douglas abscess, probably on a hidden
leak. She was treated conservatively and eventually
healed but stayed in the hospital for 2 months. Two
other distalization patients (10.5 %) needed reversal of
the bypass into its initial form because of cachexia and
anorexia appearing some 2 years after the revisional
procedure. A fourth patient required laparoscopic reop-
eration for an internal hernia.

– One (12.5 %) of the patients who underwent plication of
the pouch, GE, and alimentary limb developed over-
whelming sepsis from an infected intrauterine device

Table 2 Overview of the lapa-
roscopic procedures for insuffi-
cient weight loss and weight
regain after primary and
revisional/complicated LRYGB

LSG laparoscopic sleeve
gastrectomy

LRYGB laparoscopic
Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

Procedure Number of patients treated
after primary bypass

Number of patients
treated after revisional/
complicated LRYGB

Total number
of patients

Distalization 16 3 19

Fobi ring 10 0 10

Bypass reconstruction 4 8 12

LSG 9 0 9

Plication 0 8 8

Total 39 19 58

Fig. 2 Progression of BMI with
time after laparoscopic distaliza-
tion of the bypass
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6 weeks after the procedure and underwent exploratory
laparotomy that could exclude a leak at the operative
site.

– There were two (20 %) postoperative intragastric ero-
sions of Fobi rings. Both cases were reoperated on, and
the bands were removed; they developed a leak and
were successfully treated by stents.

– Three patients developed a leak after refashioning of the
bypass construction. This group included two (40 %) of
the five GGF patients; they were managed successfully
by stents. The third patient who had presented with an
anastomotic ulcer was treated conservatively by anti-
biotics and parenteral nutrition.

– Two of the patients (28.6 %) who were submitted to
reversal of the bypass together with LSG suffered leaks
at the gastro-gastric anastomosis: one was treated suc-
cessfully by a stent; the other suffered a short-lived
fistula that healed with conservative measures.

Thus, the overall leak rate in the group of 58 patients was
12.1 % (n07). All the leaks encountered were successfully
managed endoscopically or conservatively.

Patient Satisfaction

After the corrective laparoscopic procedures, the BAROS
score evaluation for quality of life was 3.02 (1–7.5), which
is considered a “fair” outcome [1]; of the 58 patients who

could be evaluated, 30 (51.7 % of the patients) were satis-
fied, seven (12.1 %) were neutral, and 21 (36.2 %) were
dissatisfied.

Discussion

Not all patients do well after a bariatric procedure, and the
LRYGB is no exception. Some patients do not lose suffi-
cient weight; others regain weight after an initial good
weight loss [5]; still others do well in terms of weight loss
but suffer from side effects the procedure induced. Common
invalidating side effects after LRYGB include: persisting
gastro-esophageal reflux (GERD)[6], exaggerated dumping
[7], and hypoglycemic syndrome [8]. In this study, we
focused solely on the roughly 9 % of patients who required
reoperation after LRYGB because of weight issues.

The decision to revise a patient surgically for a bypass
that failed in terms of weight loss is critical [9]. If at all
possible, conservative means should be preferred [10].
Hence, a multidisciplinary team should be consulted for
a unanimous decision before proceeding to reoperation
[11].

The revisional procedures can be classified into two
groups: endoscopic techniques (n018) and laparoscopic
procedures (n070).

Because the incidence of complications after revisional
surgery increases with the number of previous operations
[12], the primary or secondary character of the initial bypass
plays an important role in the decision-making. According
to the literature [13], an endoscopic procedure should be the
first choice to improve weight loss in previously operated
cases, to limit morbidity.

Consequently, we usually elected for laparoscopic revisio-
nal surgery in relatively simple primary bypass patients. In
addition, we chose for this approach in more complex cases
where, according to the multidisciplinary consultation, the
potential benefit from additional weight loss clearly out-
weighed the surgical risk. The choice as to the type of correc-
tive procedure should limit the risks for complications. In
patients in whom the bypass had been constructed in previ-
ously dissected tissues, or in whom tissues were altered by a
postoperative fistula, we therefore tried to avoid stapling in
that area and elected either non-resective techniques including
plication of the gastric pouch and the alimentary loop, or
distalization of the Y anastomosis.

Other factors influencing the choice of procedure, besides
local anatomical conditions included: did the patient expe-
rience weight regain versus insufficient weight loss? (the
latter inviting for a different philosophy, as a distal bypass or
a sleeve gastrectomy); how did the comorbidities (especially
DMII) evolve? (lack of response inviting for a more radical
procedure, i.e., a distal bypass); how did the patient adjust

Fig. 3 Progression of BMI with time after laparoscopic reconstruction
of the bypass

Fig. 4 Progression of BMI with time after laparoscopic revision for
weight issues after laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass
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his/her eating behavior? [14]. Patients who according to the
dietitian’s diagnosis had become grazers were preferably
treated with a malabsorptive procedure, whereas volume
eaters were treated by adding new restrictions.

Despite the diversity of procedures and their indications,
the surgical procedures overall provided significant addi-
tional weight loss (Fig. 3).

The fact that the mechanism of action of the distal by-
pass, being malabsorptive, substantially differs from the
classic RYGB makes it (theoretically) a logical choice in
case of outright failure of the latter. However, while good
weight loss indeed was obtained by distalizing the bypass
[14] (Fig. 1), in the long term, protein malnutrition and
cachexia developed in a number of patients. This latter
evolution has been described extensively in the literature
[15]. The team around Sugerman [16] demonstrated that
converting a primary into a distal bypass could carry severe
metabolic consequences, even resulting in mortality in some
patients. Brolin [17] found that only half of patients had
clear benefits from distalization of the bypass. In a recent
paper, Rawlins et al. [9] described a series of 29 patients
undergoing open distalization of a RYGB. In this construc-
tion, with a 100-cm-long common limb and a 250-cm
alimentary-common limb, six patients developed protein
malnutrition, and one patient required reversal. We agree
with these authors that, when distalization of the bypass is
contemplated, it can only be performed in compliant follow-
up patients. Despite these precautions, two (10.5 %) of our
patients treated by this technique developed protein malnu-
trition. Fortunately, distal bypass construction proved to be
just as reversible as conventional LRYGB [3], and protein
malnutrition could be halted in the two patients who under-
went reversal of their distalization. More gentle attempts at
distalization (by lengthening the alimentary loop to 200 cm,
for example), however, have proved useless in the long term
[18].

Leading authors have stated that restriction corrected by
restriction is fraught with poor results in terms of weight
loss [19]. Repeating a restrictive measure can be questioned,
because weight loss failure after bypass, in fact, implies a
failure to change old eating behaviors [20]. Indeed, a bypass
itself very seldom succeeds in changing a patient’s eating

habits [21]. Conversely, it appears that volume increases
after bypass surgery, as demonstrated by endoscopic or X-
ray evidence, do not necessarily imply weight regain, there-
fore making new restrictive efforts theoretically all but futile
[22]. However, in very carefully selected cases, especially
when patient compliance is questionable, additional restric-
tion, rather than malabsorption, can be salutary. Additional-
ly, the presence of a new restricting factor can be useful in
patients who besides weight regain suffer from exaggerated
dumping [23].

– One option is the placement of a band, whether
adjustable [24] or not [25]. The banded bypass has
been popularized by Fobi [26]. Implanting an ad-
justable band reportedly carries better results, but
this finding is not uniformly found [27]. A signifi-
cant drawback with the banding technique is the
incidence of intragastric migration (erosion) as dem-
onstrated in our series [28].

– Another option for additional restriction is to laparos-
copically reshape the bypass at the gastric pouch, the
GE anastomosis, and the proximal alimentary loop.
This technique is technically demanding, and weight
loss results are usually modest [29]. It represents, how-
ever, a valuable option when the patient presents a clear
anatomical flaw at endoscopy or barium swallow. These
aberrations include a gastrogastric fistula, a candy cane
deformation of the alimentary loop, or an anastomotic
ulcer, a condition that is very hard to treat by techniques
other than surgery [5, 12]. The downside of the “bypass
reshaping” procedure is the high incidence of postoper-
ative leaks, especially when the procedure aimed at the
correction of a GGF. To reduce complications, treat-
ment of GGF has been attempted endoscopically, un-
fortunately with poor results [30].

– Still another possibility is reversing the bypass [31] and
to complement this procedure with a sleeve gastrectomy
[32]. In our department, the conversion of a LRYGB
into a LSG was carried out with the intention of even-
tually performing a DS, a clearly malabsorptive proce-
dure, at a later stage. This technique was described
earlier by our team [32]. The numbers were too small

Table 3 Overview of complica-
tions after corrective operations
for weight issues after laparo-
scopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

LSG laparoscopic sleeve
gastrectomy

Type of procedure Number of patients Number of complications Number of reoperations

Distalization 19 4 3

Fobi ring 10 2 2

Bypass reconstruction 12 3

LSG 9 2

Plication 8 1 1

Total 58 12 4
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and the follow-up too short to draw final conclusions
about this technique, but the transformation into LSG
could constitute a valuable option for patients who
presented only modest weight loss after LRYGB and
in whom a different “operative philosophy” was pur-
sued (Table 4).

– An interesting last option is to address the pouch,
the anastomosis, and the alimentary limb all at once
and to reduce their size. Parikh and Gagner have
demonstrated that resecting the pouch and alimenta-
ry loop in a longitudinal fashion is feasible but not
very effective [33]. We believe that, in light of the
risk of complications, especially because of signifi-
cant tissue alteration as after redo-LRYGB or in
cases who suffered a postoperative leak, it is pref-
erable to choose a procedure with limited risks. The
plication we performed, while probably safer, mim-
icked the longitudinal resection carried out by
Gagner but was inspired as well by the greater
curvature plication techniques developed in similar-
ity with LSG [34]. As in this latter procedure, we
performed the plication with non-absorbable materi-
al around a 34-French orogastric tutor tube. The
results of these latter attempts appeared promising,
but longer-term results must again be awaited.

Obviously, the beneficial results of revisional surgery
should be weighed against the morbidity of this second
procedure. Usually, secondary procedures are characterized
by more severe side effects and complications [12]. Our
reoperation rate was comparable to the reoperation rate in
open surgery [35]. In our series, roughly one out of five
patients developed a severe surgical complication. Whereas
the mortality was zero, the severity of the complications
translated into long hospital stays, approaching 6 days, ver-
sus the usual 3 days for a “normal” bypass [36]. In our
group, morbidity was quite high, especially when foreign
material was involved. This result paralleled our finding
with LAGB, in which approximately 30 % of the patients
developed intragastric migration of the band [37]. As an
analogy, it is not surprising to find high numbers of erosion

when a band is placed around a staple line [38] or in poorly
vascularized tissues [39], as typically encountered in revi-
sional surgery. We elected to remove the eroding “Fobi”
rings laparoscopically, but a better option would have been
to remove them endoscopically [40], as demonstrated by
two patients developing leaks after laparoscopic ablation of
the band.

Overall, the leaks that our patients encountered were
successfully treated with conservative methods. As a rule,
if at all possible, we preferred to treat leaks in bariatric
patients by conservative means, as described by others
[41], or endoscopically by stents, if the leaks appeared
too large or the tissues too atonic [42]. Self-expanding,
partially covered metallic stents were successfully used in
patients who developed leaks after GGFs, after band
erosion, or after anastomotic revisions, as well as in
one patient who leaked after transformation into LSG.
The only patient we had to treat with a laparotomy was a
patient in whom we had performed a plication of the
gastric pouch and the alimentary loop and in whom we
suspected a leak. Some 2 months postoperatively, she
developed a fulminating sepsis that, with hindsight,
appeared to be gynecological in origin.

When we analyzed patient satisfaction, the results were
only fair. Reperformed operations, as a rule, have poorer
results than initial operations [43], and this rule goes for
patient satisfaction as well. This finding most likely has to
do with the complication rate, which is responsible for lower
BAROS scores [4] and/or with relatively poor patient ac-
ceptance, especially after new restrictive procedures [44].
Patients should therefore be notified that despite anticipated,
acceptable, additional weight loss, long-term satisfaction
might become an issue after revisional surgery for failed
gastric bypass.

Conclusions

With the increasing numbers of LRYGB, long-term
weight issues have become a problem for some patients.
Several types of actions are possible, depending on the

Table 4 Choice of corrective
procedure depending on history
of poor weight loss or weight
regain

Poor weight loss was addressed
by a new philosophy: malab-
sorption (distalization) or pure
restriction (LSG)

LSG laparoscopic sleeve
gastrectomy

Procedure Number of patients treated
for poor weight loss

Number of patients
treated for weight regain

Total number
of patients

Distalization 4 15 19

Fobi ring 0 10 10

Bypass reconstruction 0 12 12

LSG 9 0 9

Plication 0 8 8

Total 13 45 58
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history (primary bypass or not) and on the type of
weight problem (insufficient weight loss or weight re-
gain). We focused here on laparoscopic revisions. Lapa-
roscopic reoperations aimed at increasing malabsorption
were effective, but at the cost of severe morbidity and
symptoms of malnutrition, and they should therefore be
performed only in very well-selected cases. Adding a
restrictive aspect can be performed by different means.
The use of a constricting band, as well as reshaping the
bypass construction, had a significant morbidity. Trans-
forming the bypass into a sleeve, possibly as the first
step of a DS, as well as plicating the pouch and the
alimentary loop, deserves further consideration. Patient
satisfaction was relatively disappointing, which may have
had to do with the high morbidity figures.
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